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Welcome once again to our latest edition of company newsletter; What’s on Star…
Firstly I take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude and thanks to everyone in the Bintang family from all the
management team; we have come a long way in a short period since setting up the business in 2012.
We have just recently celebrated our 3rd year anniversary; it has been a fantastic and rewarding journey thus far from a
personal perspective and hopefully for you all also.
I believe we have all played an integral part in creating and continue to create a very fortunate company, built a good working
environment and culture, one that is continually evolving and developing with valuable contributions from all as Bintang
continues to grow.
It is without doubt a privilege and pleasure to be working together with such a diverse group of talented, dedicated,
hardworking and fun people, all collectively working very hard towards a singular goal, to be the number one provider of high
quality hydrographic and subsea services.
I do not say this lightly either, we have built up quite an impressive track record to date, worked and collaborated with the
small to the very large players in the industry, covering a very wide variety of challenging and interesting projects, covering
many diverse locations and regions, not every similar service company can boast this, not even ones that have been around a
lot longer than us and we have achieved this in just only 3 short years.
We all can share and be proud in this achievement to date; it demonstrates clearly that we are indeed a recognized company
that has become very versatile and accomplished in the services and the expertise we provide to industry.
We are fully dedicated to continue to develop and build on our work record, but most importantly without losing any focus or
compromising our services or quality on every single project we do.
All people working collectively as a team offshore and onshore, working hard to ensure we all remain pro-active and strive to
maintain an effective safety culture in our working environments for all, providing the best technical solutions, efficient
services and ultimately a quality product to our clients.
The management team has every bit of confidence that we will continue to grow from strength to strength in our plans to be a
major player in the industry. We come a long way bit we still have some way to go yet, we shall not be complacent and
recognize we still have room for improvements in processes and practices.
I am sure you are all very well aware of the current economic environment in the Oil and Gas industry, where activities have
declined in this sector globally since Q4 2014 as a result, there is no secret that companies have struggled across the globe to
adjust to the environment, adapt or even survive.
Let me try and reassure you all that this current downturn will certainly not last forever, albeit we fully recognize it is a
tougher environment today than it was 12 months ago, rest assured this will improve in time. Bintang are currently still in a
strong, stable position to weather these conditions, we still remain competitive, not only that we believe the current
environment will ultimately create some interesting opportunities for us.
We remain very positive, there still continues to be much work available, which will continue to never stop to chase, actively
target and tender for these opportunities on a weekly basis.
Whilst other companies might be cutting back, downsizing, releasing staff presently in order to economize to become more
cost efficient and competitive in these times, we are in a position we can still safely address our growth plans sustainably and
still target key personnel for new positions we require to be filled in order to continue with our growth and development
strategy of the company.
We are an adaptable and diverse company with many advantageous attributes that make Bintang a strong and attractive
company in this market. We can also limit our exposure in deflated markets by being able to work in areas outside Oil and
Gas, we are active in surveys project’s for civil construction and port developments, as the oil price is low, we will see many
more opportunities in this sector arise as price of construction has dropped and local and regional investments in this area
have increased, we also target river \ navigation surveys and supply of specialist and consultants, for example we still maintain
a presence on the ongoing Malaysian airlines MH370 search operations.
So let’s all continue on a positive track, work safe and reach for our goals in work and in life, I am looking forward to continuing
on this successful journey as we tackle our opportunities and challenges together.
Wishing you and your families all the very best.
Regards
Kenny Black
Director
Bintang Subsea
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Recent Project
RECENT PROJECT
Bintang Subsea successfully accomplished many projects for period January 2015 through to June 2015. We completed a wide

range of work with no recordable injuries, a list of the main projects are provided below:
Sigur Ros - Petronas Carigali Turkmenistan, Survey & Positioning Services, Turkmenistan
 ASTB / Scope Resources, Survey Consultancy Services , Southern Indian Ocean
 Salamander Energy, Subsea Consultancy Services ( Decommissioning ), Thailand
 Quest Geophysical Asia, Survey Services, Indonesia
 Sapura Kencana Allied Marine & Equipment, Mubadala Petroleum, Survey Services, Thailand
 Shelf Drilling, Rig Move Services, Indonesia
 Equatoriale Servieces Pte Ltd - Kris Energy, Wassana Field Development, Survey & Positioning Services, Thailand
 Sigur Ros - Petronas Carigali, Bukit Tua Development, Survey & Positioning Services, Indonesia
 Mermaid Subsea Services - Chevron, Subsea Inspection Services, Thailand
 Sapura Kencana-Allied Marine & Equioment - Rosneft, Survey & Subsea Inspection Services, Vietnam
 Equatoriale Services Pte Ltd - Mubadala Petroleum, Nong Yao Field Development, Survey & Positioning Services, Thailand
 Shelf Drilling, Rig Move Services, Vietnam
 PT Sahabat Timur Lestari—Indonesia
 PT Bayu Maritim Berkah—West Madura Offshore Field, Indonesia
 PT Hafar Daya Konstruksi—Subsea Meteorology
 PT Pertamina (Persero)—Katimabongko & Kukuburung, Indonesia
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Following are safety moments compiled from May-October 2014. Safety
moments were distributed to all employees and projects

Safety Award

Feb’2015 Missing Equipment – Current Meter


Description
Bintang Subsea assist Client on deployment current meter. 20 kg weight attached
anchorwas connected to the current meter by 3 m sling rope. Pole buoy attached
with red flag. Current meter found out missing 2 days after installation.



Contributing Factors;

Achsani Takwim - Best SOC
win win G-Shock Casio Watch

Missed equipment during project , No Valid record regarding equipment condition
lack track equipment condition during project


Corrective & Preventive Actions;
Checklist/ Procedures of equipment deployment, Beacon will help to detect
equipment position, Put Company Information/identification on equipment as a
contact information

Edward A. Yulian - Most SOC
card submission win G-Shock
Casio Watch
Edward has submitted 79
SOCs for period April 2014 –
March 2015

Mar ’2015 Laptop Battery Fire and Explosion


Description
The batteries of a popular brand of laptop computer exploded while that laptop was
not in use, it was being charged with an appropriate battery charger



Preventive Action
Recommends replacing lithium-ion batteries after two to three years of use,
Avoiding store laptop in a car trunk or any place that can reach a temperature of
over 60°C.

Apr’14 Full Body Harness Usage


Description
There is a lot of room for mistakes for using Harness, 2-Person inspection is
required to use harness properly. Somebody who has not been trained of using one
usually get it completely wrong

Safety Slogan
“Ten fingers, Ten toes,
if you are not careful
then, who knows?”
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Office News
Celebration of Ibu Ari’s & Faiz Birthday.
May health, bless and success
always fulfil your life

Welcome on Board
Ari Laksmi—Office Manager
Ahmad Noor Yuhdi— QHSE
Officer

Good Luck
M Irham — Surveyor

Nanda’s, Edi’s, and Cahyo’s Twin Newborn babies .
Congratulation on your little bundle of joy!
General Meeting at RajaRasa
Restaurant, May 2015

Bintang Subsea conducted full body harness training on May 2015.
training was held on Bintang Subsea Indonesia Office, involving
Bintang Subsea Surveyors and Survey Engineers.
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Oil & Gas News

17 Oil and Gas Contracts Will Terminate up to 2019
RABU, 21 JANUARI 2015 22:23 WIB

JAKARTA – There are 17 oil and gas contract of works will terminate from 2015 to 2019. One block, Gebang Block will terminate
in 2015 while the remaining, among others widely discussed Mahakam Block, will terminate in 2017. Government will first offer the
terminated blocks to the state owned comapny Pertamina to continue the operation. However, companies whose block will expire
in the next 5 years are suggested to submit their proposal on the block.
Out of the 17 blocks, 2 block already extended namely Gebang Block in North Sumatera and Offshore North West Java. Gebang
Block is a joint operation body (JOB) of Pertamina and PT Energi Mega Persada (PE EMP) in which PT EMP will be the operator of
the block. Here is the name of the block whose contracts will terminate in the period of 2015-2019:

Gebang Blok ( 2015)

Offshore North West Java (2017)

Lematang Blok (2017)

Warim (2017)

Mahakam Blok (2017)

Attaka (2017)

Tuban (2018)

Ogan Komering (2018)

Sanga-sanga Blok (2018)

Southeast Sumatra (2018)

B Blok (2018)

NSO/NSO Ext (2018)

Tengah Blok (2018)

East Kalimantan (2018)

Pendopo dan Raja (2019)

Bula (2019)

Seram Non Bula (2019)

The acting Director General of Oil and Gas, I Gusti Nyoman Wiratmadja, in a hearing with the House of Parliamnet on Tuesday
(20/1) said that for Mahakam Block, the Government will prioritize the state owned company as the company has submitted its
proposal to manage the block in 2017, however the company should comply with the prevailing laws and regulation on oil and gas.
Source: http://www.esdm.go.id

Premier Oil Produces First Gas from Natuna Sea Block A Offshore
Indonesia
March 10th, 201511:23pm

Premier Oil has announced that gas production from the Pelikan field in the Natuna Sea Block A offshore Indonesia commenced on
9 March 2015.
This follows first gas from the Naga field, also on Natuna Sea Block A, in November 2014. Both projects were brought on-stream to
budget, the company said.
Pelikan and Naga will deliver additional reserves into the Singapore and domestic market under the company’s long term gas
contracts.
“Deliverability from the two fields of up to 200 BBtud will allow Premier increased operational flexibility, additional volumes to be
supplied to meet growing market share within existing contracts and, when the opportunity arises, to respond to increased
Singapore or domestic gas demand,” the company said in a statement. Premier, with a 28.67 per cent equity stake, operates Natuna
Sea Block A on behalf of its partners KUFPEC, Pertamina, PTT and Petronas.
Source: http://www.naturalgasasia.com
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12 Jan, Ardana Jati
23 Jan, Mustafa Ihsan Iraqi
26 Jan, Steve McVey
10 Feb, Achsani Takwim
11 Feb, Ibadurrohman
12 Feb, Pandu Sandy Utomo
4 Mar, Ahmad Noor Yuhdi
9 Mar, Nuri Nazlah
21 Mar, Setyo Pandu Wiguno
21 Mar, Stevanus Tomy
3 Apr, Sumarlin Bin Undang
21 Apr, Nanda Anugrah Ramadhani
12 May, Yudovan Vidyan
22 May, Faiz Ardiansyah
27 May, Wahyu Gatut Prasetyo
2 June, Ari Laksmi
4 June, Suyanto
9 June, Darmawan
19 June, David Edwards
23 June, Kenneth Lee Black
23 June, Angga Yadi Permana
26 June, Arrie Adriean
26 June, Agi Sugilar
27 June, Ben Prayogo Hilman

What’s so Funny
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SUPERFOODS

Superfoods are a special category of foods found in nature. By definition they are calorie sparse and nutrient dense meaning
they pack a lot of punch for their weight as far as goodness goes. They are superior sources of anti-oxidants and essential
nutrients - nutrients we need but cannot make ourselves. The good news is, they can be found easily in supermarket or regular
food shop, here is the list of superfoods that you can find easily in your town
Apples
An apple a day is perhaps one of the most delicious prescriptions ever made. Apples are a powerful
source of antioxidants, vitamin C, fiber and potassium. Plus, there are only 47 calories in the average
sized apple.
Health Benefits
Improves Heart Health, Improves Lung Function, Prevents Lung Cancer, Prevents Type II Diabetes
Nutrients
Antioxidants, Fiber, Flavonoids, Polyphenols, Potassium, Vitamin C

Avocado
Avocados aren't only a delicious creamy treat used for mouthwatering guacamole, they are one of the
most nutrient-dense foods on the planet. They're packed with fiber, and ounce by once, top the charts
among all fruit for folate, potassium, vitamin E and magnesium
Health Benefits
Can Facilitate Weight Loss, Fiber, Lowers Chance of Prostate Cancer, May Help Lower Cholesterol
Nutrients
Beta-Sitosterol, Carotenoids, Chorophyll, Fiber, Folate, Glutathione, Lutein, Magnesium, Polyphenols,
Vitamin E

Broccoli
In 1992 President George Bush made a strange proclamation: "I'm the president of the United
States and I'm not going to eat any more broccoli." His words inspired the press to take up the
cause of broccoli and more information than ever was gathered over its power.
Health Benefits
Anti-Cancer, Detoxifier, Keeps Metabolism in Balance, Lowers Cholesterol, Protects the Eyes
Nutrients
Ascorbic Acid, Calcium, Fiber, Folate, Indoles, Sulforaphane

Garlic
Garlic is a small and humble-looking veggie, but it places a huge role in major cuisines around
the world. It makes even the simplest dishes taste profound. What's even more exciting is that
it's a major powerhouse for the body.
Health Benefits
Anti-Cancer, Can Reduce Blood Pressure, Combats Common Cold and Flu, Detoxifies Heavy
Metals in Body, Lowers Cholesterol Levels, May Help Prevent Alzheimer's
Nutrients
75 Organosulfur Compounds, Arginine, Ascorbic Acid, Polyphenols, Potassium, Saponins, Selenium
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Onions
Onions were not put on this earth to give humanity a horrid case of bad breath or to spice up our favorite
dishes. This SuperFood happens to be one of the most powerful you can consume on a daily basis. Eat
them regularly to protect your body from cancer, lower cholesterol and reduce inflammation.
Health Benefits
Anti-Cancer, Decreases Inflammation, Lowers Cholesterol, Reduces Risk for Heart Disease, Strengthens
Immune System
Nutrients
Ascorbic Acid, Diallyl Sulfide, Fiber, Fructans, Polyphenols, Potassium, Saponins, Selenium, Vitamin E

Oranges
A glass of fresh squeezed orange juice isn't only beneficial to your taste buds, they happen to be one of
the most potent sources of vitamin C on the planet. Not only are they an excellent boost for your immune
system, they've been proven to support heart health, prevent stroke, regulate glucose levels, and help
with a host of chronic ailments.
Health Benefits
Lowers Risk of Stroke, Regulates Glucose Levels, Strengthens Immunity, Supports Heart Health
Nutrients
Ascorbic Acid, Fiber, Folate, Limonene, Pectin, Polyphenols, Potassium

Tea
According to legend, the discovery of tea occured quite by accident in 27 B.C. in the reign of the Chinese
emperor Shen Nung. There are now more than 3,000 varieties of tea available around the world. What's
even more exciting is that there is solid evidence that tea consumption is associated with a lowered risk
of heart disease and stroke and much more.
Health Benefits
Anti-Cancer, Beneficial to Diabetes Patients, Fights Free Radicals, Lowers Risk of Parkinson's Disease,
May Protect Body from Neurological Diseases, May Protect the Body from Ultraviolet Rays
Nutrients
Flavonoids, Fluoride, No Calories

Tomatoes
Many people are often certain there's going to be bad news that comes along with the consumption of
tomatoes -- because they taste so good! It's also assumed that tomatoes have always belonged in the
veggie category. However, they were once considered fruit and then the Supreme Court stepped into the
picture, in 1893, and decided they're vegetables. Regardless, they are packed with tons of benefits for
your health.
Health Benefits
Anti-Cancer, Lowers Blood Pressure, Lowers Glucose Levels, Supports Healthy Skin, Supports Heart
Health
Nutrients
Alpha and Beta Carotene, Ascorbic Acid, Fiber, Lutein / Zeaxanthin, Lycopene, Potassium
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Common Used Rope Knot
Prepared by: Achsani Takwim

Figure Eight
The figure eight follow through is one of the strongest knots. It forms a secure,
non-slip loop at the end of a rope. Also known as the Flemish Bend, this is the
most widely used tie-in knot by mountain climbers. The reason is that it is
strong, secure and easy to visually inspect. Climbers often further secure it by
tying a back up knot with the tag end.
The knot can also be tied by tying a Figure Eight Knot with doubled line at the
end of a rope (Step 1, but don’t come back through the bottom loop). It is faster
but cannot be used if tying into a fixed object, so it is good to learn to tie this
knot as the “Figure Eight Follow Through”. A single Figure Eight also makes a
good “Stopper Knot” at the end of a rope (Step 1 with the single line but don’t
come back up through the bottom loop).
Application: SVP Deployment, Beacon / USBL Calibration, ADCP Deployment, Current meter Deployment, Sector scan sonar

Bowline
One of the most useful knots you can know. The Bowline forms a secure loop that
will not jam and is easy to tie and untie. The Bowline is most commonly used for
forming a fixed loop, large or small at the end of a line.
Tried and tested over centuries, this knot is reliable, strong and stable. Even after
severe tension is applied it is easy to untie. However, because it does untie so
easily it should not be trusted in a life or death situation such as mountain
climbing. It is said to retain 60% of the strength of the line in which it is tied.
Application: SVP Deployment, Beacon / USBL Calibration, ADCP

Double Fisherman’s
This knot securely ties two ropes together or can be used to fasten the ends of a
rope or cord to make a loop. Rarely used in fishing, the Double Fisherman’s is a
good knot for tying two ropes together. It is essentially two knots that slide
together when tightened to form the finished knot.
Tying just one side of the knot is also used by mountain climbers to tie a “backup”
knot with the tag (free) end of the primary knot. When tied in short lengths of
rope, kayakers and canoeists use the knot to secure rope “grab handles” to their
boats
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Clove Hitch

A simple all-purpose hitch. Easy to tie and untie. A useful and easy to tie knot,
the Clove Hitch is a good binding knot. However, as a hitch it should be used
with caution because it can slip or come undone if the object it is tied to rotates
or if constant pressure is not maintained on the line.

Examples
Model: Setyo Pandu Wiguno

Figure 8
Knot

Double
Fisherman
Knot

Bowline
Knot
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Rope Care
Prepared by: Achsani Takwim

Rope is all to often left in a tangle on the ground which is far from the safest way to store it and usually makes it hard to use. Rope
should be kept neatly coiled, off the ground, and stored appropriately so that it can be used free of tangles without delay
A figure eight coil is a method of storing rope in a limited space. It is resistant to tangling and plays out easily compared to other
coils. The figure eight coil is used on ships to store furling line and also is the best way to store a garden hose.
Begin from the free end and coil the rope onto the deck in a figure eight pattern so that each coil is on top of the previous one.
This will be a pair of opposing loops coiled in opposite directions.
Use a figure eight flake if you have doubts about the rope being able to play out freely. This is the same pattern described
previous step, except each figure eight coil overlaps the previous one instead of being stacked on top of each other.

Store long line in a confined area by laying a second set of figure eight coils at right angles to the first set. Be careful to prevent
the second layer from catching the turns in the first layer.

: Source
http://www.ehow.com/how_2272255_tie-figure-eight-coil.html
http://www.netknots.com/rope_knots/
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